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Abstract: In this study, we proposed an advanced control system for tilting-ladle-type automatic
pouring machines in the casting industry. Automatic pouring machines have been introduced
recently to improve the working environment of the pouring process. In the conventional study on
pouring control, it has been confirmed that the pouring flow rate control contributes to improving
the accuracy of the entire automatic pouring machine, such as the outflow liquid’s falling position
from the ladle, the liquid’s weight filled in the mold, and the sprue cup’s liquid level. However, the
conventional control system has problems: it is not easy to precisely pour the liquid in the ladle with
a large tilting angle, and it takes time to adjust the control parameters. Therefore, we proposed the
feedforward pouring flow rate control system, constructed by the pouring process’ inverse model
with the online model parameters identification. In this approach, we derived the pouring process’
mathematical model, representing precisely the pouring process with the ladle’s large tilting angle.
The model parameters in the pouring process’ inverse model in the controller are updated online via
the model parameters identification. To verify the proposed pouring control system’s efficacy, we
experimented using the tilting-ladle-type automatic pouring machine. In the experimental results,
the mean absolute error between the outflow liquid’s weight and the reference weight was improved
from 0.1346 at the first pouring to 0.0498 at the fifth pouring. Moreover, the model parameters were
identified within 4 s. Therefore, it enables updating the controller’s parameters within each pouring
motion interval by the proposed approach.

Keywords: flow rate control; automatic pouring machine; parameters identification; model-based
control

1. Introduction

Casting products are widely used in automobile parts, machine tools, daily necessities,
and other fields. Various casting types include continuous casting, die casting, and sand
molded casting. Continuous casting is a manufacturing method in which the material is
melted, continuously poured into a mold, and rapidly cooled in the mold to take out the
product, making it highly productive and suitable for mass production. Control systems
for the tundish’s liquid level have been proposed to improve the products’ quality [1–3].
In die casting, the molten metal is injected into a metal mold and cooled to form a shape.
It has high-dimensional accuracy and is suitable for mass production than the other
methods [4]. On the basis of the Taguchi method [5], the method has been proposed in
which CAE analysis is applied and the defective rate is reduced by adjusting the injection
parameters [6,7].

Sand molded casting is a traditional casting method used for high-mix, low-volume
production [8]. A high-dissolution temperature is essential for iron and copper castings.
Sand molded casting can mold casting products with a complicated shape. However,
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the pouring process in which the ladle’s molten metal is poured into the mold is a harsh
environment with a high temperature and dust for workers. The casting products’ quality
also varies because of the different worker’s skills. Automatic pouring machines [9–11]
have been developed to solve these problems, such as include a tilting-ladle-type [12],
stopper-nozzle-type [13], and pressurizing-type machines [14]. The tilting-ladle-type auto-
matic pouring machine (Figure 1) can be installed easily into the casting production line
because the machine’s motion is similar to a traditional pouring operation with the worker.

Previous studies proposed the sloshing suppression controls [15,16] and the supervi-
sory controls [17] for the tilting-ladle-type automatic pouring machines. In previous studies
of the pouring control, the linear time invariant model [18] and the linear parameters
varying model [17,19] were applied as the model of pouring process with tilting ladle.
The physics model with nonlinearity of the pouring process based on the liquid’s volume
balance in the ladle and Bernoulli’s theorem has been derived in [12,20]. The pouring flow
rate model based on the ladle’s liquid volume reduction by tilting ladle has also been
proposed in [21]. Model-based pouring flow rate control [12,20] realizes high-precision
pouring in an ideal environment without disturbance, contributing to higher accuracy
of the automatic pouring system. In the automatic pouring machines that can directly
manipulate the pouring flow rate [22], the extended Kalman filter was applied to estimate
the pouring flow rate and to realize the user’s desired pouring pattern. The flow rate
feedback control system has been designed using the flatness-based control approach [23].
On the basis of the pouring flow rate control approach, the control system of the liquid
level in the sprue cup has been developed [24].

Figure 1. Tilting-ladle-type automatic pouring machine.

However, the model parameters in conventional model-based pouring control sys-
tems have been identified in the preliminary experiments using a trial-and-error process.
Suppose the liquid flow conditions are changed from the preliminary experiments. In that
case, the pouring control system’s accuracy can be degraded. The method for automatically
identifying each pouring model parameters has been proposed to solve these problem [25].
However, calculating the model parameters identification is time-consuming because the
downhill simplex method [26,27] has been used as the numerical search of the model
parameters.

On the basis of the pouring model, we proposed the feedforward-type pouring flow
rate control with the online identification of the model parameters, such as the ladle’s
tilting angle at the start of the outflow liquid from the ladle, the liquid density, and the flow
rate coefficient in a short time. As it is required to construct simply the real-time motion
control in the industrial controller with little processing power, we applied the feedforward-
type pouring flow rate control as the motion control of the automatic pouring machine.
Moreover, we constructed additionally the online model parameters identification to the
pouring flow rate control. To identify the model parameters, we used the golden section
method [28,29] and Gauss–Newton method [30,31]. We also used the look-up table to
transform the model parameters for calculation time shortening. Moreover, we proposed
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the mathematical model, representing precisely the pouring process even with the ladle’s
large tilting angle.

We verified the efficacy of the proposed pouring flow rate control system through
experiments with the tilting-ladle-type automatic pouring machine in our laboratory.

2. Automatic Pouring Machine

In this study, we used the tilting-ladle-type automatic pouring machine, as shown
in Figure 2. The pouring machine’s ladle can be transferred to the Y- and Z-axes by the
ball-screw mechanisms and the DC servo motors. The DC servo motor can also tilt the
ladle on the Θ-axis. A velocity control mode control all DC servo motors. The maximum
velocities of Y and Z-axes are 0.775 and 0.387 m/s with motion ranges of 0 to 0.32 m and
0 to 0.52 m, respectively. The maximum angular velocity of Θ-axis is 371.5 deg/s with
a motion range 0–90 deg. Moreover, the rotary encoders installed into the servomotors
measure the ladle’s position and tilting angle on the Y-, Z-, and Θ-axes. The load cells
installed on the automatic pouring machine’s base can measure the liquid’s weight flowing
out of the ladle. The cylindrical-shaped ladle (Figure 3) used in this study has a weir to
prevent entrainment of the slag floating on the liquid surface when dealing with molten
metal. Therefore, this is similar to the ladle shape used in a realistic environment. For
safety reasons, we used water as the target liquid.

In the previous study [24], a visible camera was used for measuring the liquid level
in the sprue cup of the mold, and water was poured in the experimental verification.
However, it is difficult to apply the visible camera in the practical pouring control system
because high temperature molten iron glows, and fume and dust are present in the pouring
environment. On the other hand, the rotary encoders and the load cells have been installed
in most practical automatic pouring machines. Therefore, we constructed the pouring flow
rate control system using the rotary encoders and the load cells.

Figure 2. Tilting-ladle-type automatic pouring machine in laboratory.
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Figure 3. Ladle geometry.

3. Mathematical Model of Pouring Process

Figure 4 shows the pouring process’ block diagram used in the automatic pouring
machine. The input command is given to the motor for tiling the ladle, and the ladle
is tilted. Through the pouring process, the liquid flows out of the ladle. The load cell
measures the liquid’s weight flowing out of the ladle.

Figure 4. Block diagram of automatic pouring process.

3.1. Motor Model

The servo motor for tilting the ladle is controlled by a velocity feedback control.
Therefore, the angular velocity of tilting ladle follows the input command given to the
amplifier of the servo motor system. As the input command u to the motor, the ladle’s
angular velocity ω deg/s and the tilting angle θ deg of the motor model can be represented
simply as

dω(t)
dt

= − 1
Tmt

ω(t) +
Kmt

Tmt
u(t), (1)

dθ(t)
dt

= ω(t), (2)

where Tmt is the motor’s time constant and Kmt is the gain constant. In this study, the time
constant is Tmt = 0.022 s, and the gain constant is Kmt = 0.980 deg/s.

3.2. Pouring Process Model

Figures 5 and 6 show the liquid’s cross section in the ladle and the pouring mouth’s
shape, respectively. In Figure 5, the liquid’s volume under the pouring mouth is Vs m3,
the liquid’s volume over the pouring mouth is Vr m3, the liquid’s height over the pouring
mouth is h m, the ladle’s tilting angle is θ deg, the tilting angle’s angular velocity is ω
deg/s, and the outflow liquid’s flow rate from the ladle is q m3/s. In Figure 6, the liquid
depth from the liquid surface is hb m, and the pouring mouth’s width at the liquid height
h− hb is L f (h− hb) m.
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The liquid’s volume balance equation over the pouring mouth is

dVr(t)
dt

= −q(t)− dVs(t)
dt

. (3)

The relationship between the liquid height h and the pouring flow rate q using Bernoulli’s
theorem is

q(h(t)) = c
∫ h(t)

0
L f (h(t)− hb)

√
2ghbdhb, (0 ≤ c ≤ 1), (4)

where c is the flow rate coefficient, which can be identified by fitting the outflow liquid’s
weight in the simulation using the model to that in the experiment. The liquid volumes Vr
and Vs can be obtained from the ladle shape. The volume Vs depends on the ladle’s tilting
angle θ; thus, its time derivative can be represented as

dVs(t)
dt

=
∂Vs(θ)

∂θ

dθ(t)
dt

=
∂Vs(θ)

∂θ
ω(t). (5)

The volume Vr depends on the tilting angle θ and the liquid height h in the liquid volume
Vr; thus, the time derivative of Vr can be represented as

dVr(t)
dt

=
∂Vr(θ, h)

∂θ

dθ

dt
+

∂Vr(θ, h)
∂h

dh(t)
dt

=
∂Vr(θ, h)

∂θ
ω(t) +

∂Vr(θ, h)
∂h

dh(t)
dt

. (6)

The pouring process model can be represented as follows by substituting Equations (5)
and (6) into Equation (3):

dh(t)
dt

= − q(t)
∂Vr(θ,h)

∂h

−
∂Vr(θ,h)

∂θ + ∂Vs(θ)
∂θ

∂Vr(θ,h)
∂h

ω(t), (θ ≥ θs, h ≥ 0), (7)

where θs is the ladle’s tilting angle at the start of the outflow liquid from the ladle.
In the conventional pouring process model [12,22–25], it was assumed that an area

variation with the liquid height h in the liquid volume Vr(θ, h) is small. Therefore, deriva-
tive of liquid volume Vr(θ, h) with respect to the liquid height h can be approximated to
the upper surface area A(θ) of the liquid in the ladle as

∂Vr(θ, h)
∂h

≈ A(θ). (8)

However, Figure 7 shows that the area variation with the liquid height h in the liquid
volume Vr becomes large in the ladle’s large tilting angle. Therefore, by this approximation,
the accuracy of the conventional pouring process model was degraded with the increasing
ladle’s tilting angle. The proposed pouring process model’s accuracy can be maintained
even with the ladle’s large tilting angle because the derivative ∂Vr/∂h can be represented
faithfully in the proposed pouring process model shown in Equation (7).
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Figure 5. Cross section of pouring process.

Figure 6. Parameters on pouring mouth.

Figure 7. Internal liquid shape in ladle with large tilting angle.

3.3. Load Cell Model

The relationship between the outflow liquid’s weight W kg from the ladle and the
flow rate q is shown as follows:

dW(t)
dt

= ρq(t), (9)

where ρ kg/m3 is the liquid density. The load cells installed at the automatic pouring
machine’s bottom can measure the outflow liquid’s weight. The first-order lag system
shows the load cell’s dynamic characteristics:

dWL(t)
dt

= − 1
TL

WL(t) +
1

TL
W(t), (10)
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where WL kg is the outflow liquid’s weight measured by the load cell, and TL s is the load
cell’s time constant.

4. Pouring Flow Rate Control System

Figure 8 shows the block diagram of the proposed pouring control system. This is
the feedforward control consisting of the inverse models of the pouring process and the
motor. The input command u can be derived from the inverse models of the pouring
process and the motor to realize the desired pouring flow rate qre f m3/s. The model-based
control system requires obtaining the model parameters from the ladle shape and the
pouring condition. The model parameters’ derivation system from the ladle and the model
parameters identification, respectively, derive the model parameters obtained from the
ladle shape and the pouring condition, as shown in Figure 8.

Automatic Pouring Machine

r
V (q,h)[m ]3

Figure 8. Block diagram of proposed pouring flow rate control system.

4.1. Feedforward Control Using Inverse Dynamics of Pouring Process and Motor

Figure 9 shows the block diagram of the proposed feedforward control. The motor’s
inverse model for tilting the ladle can be derived as follows:

u(t) =
Tmt

Kmt

dωre f (t)
dt

+
1

Km
ωre f (t), (11)

where ωre f deg/s represents the tilting angular velocity that realizes the desired flow rate
pattern. The pouring process’ inverse model can also be derived from Equations (4) and (7)
as follows:

ωre f (t) = −
qre f (t) +

dhre f (t)
dt

∂Vr(θ,h)
∂h

∂Vr(θ,h)
∂θ + ∂Vs(θ(t))

∂θ

, (θ ≥ θs), (12)

hre f (t) = f−1(qre f (t)), (13)

where hre f is the reference liquid height, which realizes the desired flow rate pattern.
Equation (13) is the inverse function of Equation (4).

In the feedforward control with Equations (11)–(13), the desired flow rate pattern
qre f should be satisfied with a twice differentiable function. Here, we trigonometrically
designed the desired flow rate pattern as follows:

qre f (t) =


Qst
2

{
1− cos(π t

Tr
)
}

, (0 ≤ t ≤ Tr),
Qst, (Tr < t ≤ Tst + Tr),
Qst
2

{
1 + cos(π t−Tst−Tr

Tr
)
}

, (Tst + Tr < t ≤ Tst + 2Tr),
(14)

where Tr is the transient time to or from the steady flow rate Qst, and Tst is the time to
maintain the steady flow rate. Figure 10 shows the desired flow rate pattern qre f and the
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reference weight WLre f of the outflow liquid. The reference weight WLre f can be derived by
substituting the desired flow rate pattern qre f into Equations (9) and (10). In Figure 10, we
give the parameters as Qst = 2.0× 10−4 m3/s, Tr = 1.50 s and Tst = 2.25 s. Equation (14)
is one of the simple flow rate patterns used in the automatic pouring machine.

Figure 9. Block diagram of feedforward control with inverse model.
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Figure 10. Desired pouring patterns.

4.2. Derivation System of Model Parameters from Ladle Shape

For designing the proposed pouring control system, it is required to obtain the model
parameters from the ladle shape: (i) the liquid volume Vr(θ, h) over the pouring mouth,
(ii) the liquid volume Vs(θ) under the pouring mouth, and (iii) the pouring mouth’s width
L f (h). However, it is difficult to analytically calculate these model parameters because
of the complication with the liquid shape with tilting the ladle. Furthermore, the ladle
shape is different because of its dependency on the actual casting plant used. To apply
the proposed pouring control system to the practical automatic pouring machines, we
need to obtain quickly and systematically these model parameters from the applied ladle
shape. Therefore, we proposed the derivation system of the model parameters from the
ladle shape. It is the subroutine in the 3D-CAD in which the model parameters Vr(θ, h),
Vs(θ), and L f (h) are derived automatically from the ladle’s 3D internal shape. Here, we
can instantaneously obtain these model parameters because we have the ladle’s 3D data, as
shown in Figure 11. Figure 12 shows the obtained model parameters from the ladle shape.
The sampling intervals of the liquid height h and the tilting angle θ are ∆h = 0.001 m
and ∆θ = 1.0 deg, respectively. Figure 12a shows the liquid volume Vr(θ, h) over the
pouring mouth, Figure 12b shows the liquid volume Vs(θ) under the pouring mouth, and
Figure 12c shows the pouring mouth’s width L f (h). We used the model parameters Vr and
Vs with the differential forms in the proposed pouring control system. The differential
forms of the model parameters are approximated as

∂Vr(θi, hj)

∂θ
≈

Vr(θi+1, hj)−Vr(θi, hj)

∆θ
,

∂Vr(θi, hj)

∂h
≈

Vr(θi, hj+1)−Vr(θi, hj)

∆h
,

∂Vs(θi)

∂θ
≈ Vs(θi+1)−Vs(θi)

∆θ
,
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where i and j are the index numbers of the vectors θ and h, respectively. In the proposed
control system, the pouring process model’s accuracy is increased with a decrease in the
sampling intervals ∆θ and ∆h.

Width Lf (h)

of Pouring Mouth

Liquid volume Vr (𝜃, h)

over Pouring Mouth

Liquid volume Vs (𝜃) under Pouring Mouth

Subroutine for
Obtaining Model
Parameter

3D Internal
Shape of Ladle

Figure 11. Derivation system of model parameters from ladle shape.

Figure 12. Model parameters obtained from ladle shape shown in Figure 3.

4.3. Online Model Parameters Identification

To design the proposed pouring control system, we need to obtain the following
model parameters: (i) the ladle’s tilting angle θs deg at the start of the outflow liquid from
the ladle, (ii) the flow rate coefficient c, and (iii) the liquid density ρ. Here, we identified
these model parameters online from the measured data in the pouring machine. Tsuji and
Noda [25] identified these model parameters by minimizing the cost function:

βid = arg min S(β), (15)
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S(β) =
m

∑
i=1
{WLexp(ti)−WLsim(ti, β)}2, (16)

where β is the vector of the variables as β = [θs, c, ρ]. WLexp and WLsim are the outflow
liquid’s weights measured by the load cell in the experiments and the simulation, respec-
tively. t is the vector of the time as t = [t1, t2, · · ·, ti, · · ·tm]. They performed the parameters
identification in Equation (15) by the downhill simplex method [26]. The downhill simplex
method can optimize multidimensional variables without depending on the cost function’s
derivative. However, the convergence speed becomes slower than other optimization
methods because this method needs many operations [27]. The model parameters identifi-
cation should be completed within the interval between each pouring motion. Practically,
it is desired to identify the model parameters within 10 s. The cost function shown in
Equation (16) is sensitive to the variation of the tilting angle θs. However, it is insensitive to
the variations of the flow rate coefficient c and the liquid density ρ. Therefore, we proposed
the heuristic approach of the model parameters identification in the pouring control system.
As a first step, only the tilting angle θs is identified by the following optimization:

θsid = arg min S(θs), (17)

S(θs) =
m

∑
i=1
{WLexp(ti)−WLsim(ti, θs)}2. (18)

We performed this optimization by the golden section method. As the next step, the flow
rate coefficient c and the liquid density ρ are identified by the following optimization:

[cid, ρid] = arg min S(c, ρ), (19)

S(c, ρ) =
m

∑
i=1
{WLexp(ti)−WLsim(ti, θsid, c, ρ)}2. (20)

We performed this optimization by the Gauss–Newton method. The two-step optimizations
with the golden section method and Gauss–Newton method can quickly identify the model
parameters θs, c, and ρ.

4.4. Updating Controller’s Parameters

Figure 13 shows the procedure of updating the controller’s parameters. The inverse
model designs the input command with the initial model parameters. After the pouring
motion with the feedforward control, the proposed approach identified the model param-
eters θs, c, and ρ. Then, the flow rate coefficient and the liquid density in the controller
are updated to the identified parameters for each pouring. The ladle’s tilting angle θs at
the start of the outflow liquid is stored with the liquid’s weight Wb kg in the ladle before
pouring. Here, the inverse function of the liquid volume Vs(θ) under the pouring mouth
can derive the tilting angle θs analytically:

θsana = f−1(Vsana), (21)

Vsana =
Wb
ρ

. (22)

However, the actual tilting angle θs has the uncertainties caused by the liquid’s surface
tension, error in the ladle’s geometry, and so on. Thus, we compensated the analytical
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tilting angle θsana by the least-squares method with the identified tilting angles θsid stored
in the control system as

θsest = aθsana + b, (23)

where a is the slope and b is the intercept. Before the next pouring motion, the ladle’s tilting
angle θs at the start of the outflow liquid can be estimated by Equations (21)—(23). Then,
the tilting angle θs in the controller can be updated to the estimated tilting angle θsest.

Measuring Liquid’s 

Weight in Ladle

Liquid’s Weight 

in Ladle before 

Pouring
Outflow Liquid’s Weight

Ladle’s Tilting Angle

Identified Ladle’s 

Tilting Angle at Start 

of Outflow Liquid

Estimating Ladle’s Tilting Angle 

at Start of Outflow LiquidEstimated Ladle’s 

Tilting Angle at Start 

of Outflow Liquid

Pouring Motion

with Control

Figure 13. Flowchart of updating controller’s parameters.

4.5. Reference Function of Model Parameters Using a Look-Up Table for Fast Model Parameters
Identification

In the pouring process model, the model parameters Vr(θ, h), Vs(θ), and L f (h) are
varied in response to the tilting angle θ and the liquid height h. Tsuji and Noda [25] referred
to the model parameters by an interpolation method in the control system. To refer quickly
to these model parameters, we used the look-up table in this study. In this approach, the
element number in these model parameters are obtained as

i = floor
(

θ − θ0

∆θ

)
, j = floor

(
h− h0

∆h

)
where ∆θ and ∆h are the sampling intervals in these model parameters, and θ0 and h0
are the minimum tilting angle and the liquid height, respectively. The element numbers
are substituted into the model parameters matrix Vr(i, j) and vectors Vs(i) and h(j) in the
control system. Applying this approach, we can improve the accuracy of these model
parameters by decreasing the sampling intervals.

Tsuji and Noda [25] had difficulty decreasing the sampling intervals because of the
manual operation in deriving these model parameters from the ladle shape. Therefore,
using the model parameters’ derivation system from the ladle shape shown in Section 4.2,
we can easily decrease the sampling intervals and quickly and precisely obtain the model
parameters.

5. Experimental Verification

We verified the proposed pouring flow rate control system’s efficacy using the tilting-
ladle-type automatic pouring machine in our laboratory, as shown in Figure 2. The water in
the ladle is poured intermittently with five pouring patterns in the experiments, as shown
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in Figure 14. The outflow liquid’s flow rate and weight in the first pouring pattern with the
target weight of 0.8 kg of the outflow water are shown in Figure 14a. Those with the target
weights of 1.0 kg and 1.2 kg are shown in Figure 14b,c, respectively. Similarly, those with
the target weights of 1.4 kg and 1.6 kg are shown in Figure 14d,e, respectively.

Figure 14. Pouring Patterns as Reference Input in Experiments.

In the first trial experiments, the 4.2 kg water is supplied into the ladle before pouring.
After that, the pouring motions with the three pouring patterns shown in Figure 14a–c are
performed sequentially. In the second trial experiments, 3.8 kg water is supplied into the
ladle, and the pouring motions with the two pouring patterns shown in Figure 14d,e are
also performed.

Figures 15–17 show the experimental results in the first trial experiments of the
proposed control system. The upper, middle, and lower graphs show the tilting ladle’s
angular velocity, the ladle’s tilting angle, and the outflow liquid’s weight, respectively. The
solid blue lines are the experimental results, the broken green lines are the references, and
the solid red lines are the simulation results with the identified model parameters. In the
first pouring, the flow rate coefficient c = 0.8 and the water density ρ = 1000 kg/m3 are
set as the controller’s parameters. The ladle’s tilting angle θs = 10 deg at the start of the
outflow liquid is derived analytically from Equations (21) and (22) and set in the controller.
In the second pouring, the proposed approach updates the flow rate coefficient and the
liquid density. However, it cannot be updated because the single identified parameter
cannot compensate the ladle’s tilting angle at the start of the outflow liquid. Therefore,
the pouring motion’s accuracy cannot be improved. In the third pouring, all of the model
parameters are updated. Therefore, the pouring control’s accuracy can be improved.

We performed the second trial experiments with different experimental conditions
to the first trials. The pouring motion is performed with different ladle’s tilting angles
at the start of the outflow liquid because the 3.8 kg water is supplied into the ladle be-
fore pouring. The proposed approach continuously updates the controller’s parameters.
Figures 18 and 19 show the experimental results of the second trial experiments, where the
graphs and lines are illustrated similar to those in Figure 15. The online model parameters
identification is maintained from the first trial to the second trial; therefore, even the first
pouring in the second trial can be performed precisely. Moreover, the proposed model-
based approach can improve the pouring control’s accuracy even in different pouring
conditions.
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Figure 15. Experimental results of first pouring in first trial experiments.

Figure 16. Experimental results of second pouring in first trial experiments.

Figure 17. Experimental results of third pouring in first trial experiments.
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Figure 18. Experimental results of forth pouring in second trial experiments.

Figure 19. Experimental results of fifth pouring in second trial experiments.

Table 1 summarizes the proposed control system’s accuracy. We evaluated the accuracy
of the outflow liquid’s weight in each pouring motion by the mean absolute errors between
the experimental data and reference, and the experimental data and simulation data
with identified model parameters. The mean absolute error MAEexp−re f between the
experimental and reference weights can be represented as

MAEexp−re f =

∫ Te
0 |WLexp(t)−WLre f (t)|dt

Te
, (24)

where WLexp and WLre f are the outflow liquid’s experimental and reference weights, respec-
tively, and Te is the data acquisition time. The mean absolute error MAEexp−iden between
the experimental weight WLexp and the simulation weight WLiden can be represented simi-
larly to Equation (24). By identifying the model parameters online and updating the control
parameters, we can improve the pouring control’s accuracy.

Table 2 shows the model parameters used in each experiment and identified after
the experiment and the processing times for the model parameters identification in the
proposed and conventional approaches. In the conventional approach, the downhill
simplex method [26] identified the model parameters as the ladle’s tilting angle θs at
the start of the outflow liquid, the liquid density ρ, and the flow rate coefficient c. The
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conventional approach takes > 50 s to identify the model parameters. Therefore, it is not
easy to update the controller’s parameters within each pouring motion interval. The model
parameters can be identified quickly in the proposed approach; it enables updating the
controller’s parameters within the interval.

Table 1. Accuracy Evaluation by mean absolute errors in weights of outflow liquid.

Number of Target Weight [kg] Mean Absolute Error, Mean Absolute Error,
Pouring MAEexp−re f [kg] MAEexp−iden[kg]

1-1 0.80 0.1347 0.0527

1-2 1.00 0.1553 0.0397

1-3 1.20 0.0523 0.0420

2-4 1.40 0.0640 0.0386

2-5 1.60 0.0498 0.0490

Table 2. Parameters in controller and processing times in proposed and conventional approaches.

Number of
Parameter Used in Identified Parameters Processing Time Processing Time

Pouring
Experiment

in Proposed in Conventional

θs ρ c θs ρ c Approach [s] Approach (Downhill
Simplex Method) [s]

1-1 10.0 1000 0.80 13.3 999.8 0.76 2.69 55.38

1-2 17.3 999.8 0.76 21.0 996.9 0.77 2.59 50.18

1-3 31.5 996.9 0.77 31.0 995.1 0.76 2.38 60.54

2-4 19.7 995.1 0.76 20.7 993.8 0.74 3.01 79.57

2-5 34.9 993.8 0.74 35.2 991.1 0.72 3.65 78.08

6. Conclusions

In this study, we proposed the model-based pouring flow rate control system. The
model parameters are identified online, and the controller’s parameters are updated in the
interval between each pouring motion. The following conclusions were drawn from the
study:

1. In the pouring process model, the liquid volume over the pouring mouth was repre-
sented precisely for realizing the high-precision pouring in the ladle’s large tilting angle.

2. The model parameters for the ladle shape were derived systematically from the
3D-computer aided design (CAD) data through the subroutine.

3. The golden section method identified the ladle’s tilting angle at the start of the out-
flow liquid for quickly completing the model parameters identification. Similarly,
the Gauss–Newton method identified the liquid density and the flow rate coeffi-
cient. Moreover, the look-up table was used in the reference function of the model
parameters.

4. In the experiments using the tilting-ladle-type automatic pouring machine, the ladle’s
water was poured precisely by updating the controller’s parameters after the proposed
online model parameters identification.

In this study, we verified the proposed approach’s efficacy with the water as the target
liquid. We will verify the proposed approach’s efficacy in the experiments with molten
metal in our future work. The stability of the proposed flow rate control system based
on the feedforward-type control using the inverse model of the pouring process was not
discussed in this study. Therefore, we will discuss the stability of the proposed flow rate
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control system in our future work. Furthermore, we will attempt the design of the feedback
flow rate control with online model parameters identification.
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